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Death Investigation: An Introduction to Forensic Pathology for the NonscientistRoutledge, 2014

	Death Investigation: An Introduction to Forensic Pathology for the Nonscientist provides students and law enforcement professionals with an accurate, clear overview of forensic pathology. It presents death investigation at the scene and autopsy, providing readers with a broad understanding of forensic pathology and giving them a...
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Methods for Mining and Summarizing Text Conversations (Synthesis Lecture on Data Management)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2011

	Before the invention of the Internet and the creation of the Web, the vast majority of human
	conversations were in spoken form, with the only notable, but extremely limited, exception being
	epistolary exchanges. Some important spoken conversations, such as criminal trials and political
	debates (e.g., Hansard, the transcripts of...
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Assessment of Feigned Cognitive Impairment: A Neuropsychological PerspectiveThe Guilford Press, 2007

	
		Comprehensive and user friendly, this book synthesizes the growing literature on symptom feigning in cognitive testing and translates it into evidence-based recommendations for clinical and forensic practice. A wide range of cognitive effort assessment techniques and strategies are critically...
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The Handbook of Homicide (Wiley Handbooks in Criminology and Criminal Justice)John Wiley & Sons, 2017

	The Handbook of Homicide presents a series of original essays by renowned authors from around the world, reflecting the latest scholarship on the nature, causes, and patterns of homicide, as well as policies and practices for its investigation and prevention.

	
		Includes comprehensive coverage of the complex phenomenon...
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The Political Uses of Expert Knowledge: Immigration Policy and Social ResearchCambridge University Press, 2009
PO L I T I C I A N S and civil servants seem to be attaching more weight to using research in policymaking than ever before. Over the past decade, it has become de rigueur for governments and international organizations to stress the need for ‘evidence-based’ policy. The tendency was well exemplified by the Labour administration that...
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Encyclopedia of CybercrimeGreenwood Press, 2008
The first comprehensive encyclopedia to examine all aspects of the mysterious world of cybercrime    

There are today no more compelling sets of crime and security threats facing nations, communities, organizations, groups, families and individuals than those encompassed by cybercrime.  For over fifty years crime enabled by computing and...
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Digital Forensics for Network, Internet, and Cloud Computing: A Forensic Evidence Guide for Moving Targets and DataSyngress Publishing, 2010

	Network forensics is an evolution of typical digital forensics, where evidence is gathered and analyzed from network traffic. This book will help security and network forensics professionals, as well as network administrators, understand the challenges faced by organizations and individuals investigating network-based criminal cases. The...
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Business Continuity Management: Building an Effective Incident Management PlanJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Whether an international corporation or a small business, developing and utilizing


	a Business Continuity Management (BCM) Plan protects companies and

	their personnel, facilities, materials, and activities from the broad spectrum of risks

	that face businesses and government agencies on a daily basis, whether at home or...
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Looseleaf for Criminal InvestigationMcGraw-Hill, 2018

	Swanson's Criminal Investigation, Twelfth Edition, is widely recognized as the most accurate and comprehensive text in the field. This practical, step-by-step introduction to criminal investigation gives students a logical framework for understanding the investigative process. Major sections cover current issues, such as...
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Practical Criminal Investigations in Correctional FacilitiesCRC Press, 2002
The felonious activities of confined inmates reach out into society every day. These inmates run lucrative drug operations, commit fraud, hire contract murders, and commit a multitude of criminal offenses from inside the walls of our prisons. Practical Criminal Investigations in Correctional Facilities gives sound advice to both the long-time...
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Celebrities and Crime (Criminal Investigations)Chelsea House Publications, 2008
The public's fascination with celebrities can reach a fever pitch when celebrities commit or are involved in a crime. Famous victims like the Lindbergh baby and Sharon Tate have raised public outcry against the cruel crimes that claimed their lives. And the trials of celebrity criminals such as Jim Bakker and O.J. Simpson are proof that even the...
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The Journalist's Guide to Media Law: A handbook for communicators in a digital worldRoutledge, 2019

	We are all journalists and publishers now: at the touch of a button we can send our words, sounds and images out to the world. No matter whether you're a traditional journalist, a blogger, a public relations practitioner or a social media editor, everything you publish or broadcast is subject to the law. But which law?

	
...
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